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Become a savvy Microsoft Excel user. Pivot tables are a great feature in Excel that help you

organize and analyze data, but not many Excel users know how to use pivot tables. Pivot Table

Data Crunching offers a comprehensive review of all the functionalities of Pivot Tables from

author Bill Jelen, otherwise known as Mr. Excel from www.mrexcel.com, and Michael

Alexander, a Microsoft Certified Application Developer. The authors' practical scenarios and

real-world advice demonstrate the benefits of Pivot Tables and how to avoid the common

pitfalls of every day data crunching. Each solution presented in the book can be accomplished

with resources available in the Excel interface, making Pivot Table Data Crunching a beneficial

resource for all levels of Excel users.
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James L. Adams, “Only one 'flaw' worth mentioning. This book is a really great reference and

teaching tool for pivot tables. The only flaw is that sometimes it leaps from one view to another

without saying how to get there. Other times a discussion uses a beginning view that is also

unintuitive as to how to get there (how to get to the beginning point.) For me this is sort of OK

since I am stubborn enough to keep poking around, trying different things until I am able to

create the view, which actually helps me better learn the program. Also, there is a forum on

their website on which other users or the author give answers or clues as to how the particular

views in the book were derived. However, unless someone is stubborn or resourceful enough

to do this type of investigation, I feel the reader would be left confused. For me, a somewhat

minor flaw...for some it might be the end of the road in reading this book. Still, I think it is an

excellent book and if one is serious about learning how to work with pivot tables, this is a great

resource.”

Jonathan Boyce, “Thorough, comprehensive, and well done. Weighing in a just under a pound,

this book is worth it's weight in gold (currently trading at around $800 an ounce). Those new to

pivot tables and those wanting a comprehensive understanding of the power of PTs (and the

logic behind them) would do well to buy this book. Laid out in 11 chapters (the 12th is devoted

to writing VB code, which is really an ancillary topic) it takes you from scratch: from an

introduction to the origin of PTs to creating charts from your PTs to customizing PTs with

macros.Each chapter has a case study (all downloadable with ease from the website; no CD

with this book), which nicely gives you a hands-on application of what you've just read. I found

them all very useful and easy to use.Those who want a basic mastery of PTs can read just the

first seven chapers (about 125 pages), which took me 30 hours (including downloading the

necessary work files from the book's website). Finishing to chapter eleven takes another 12

hours. Chapter 12 is another matter in itself: it really requires some understanding of code

writing to get through it and my only quibble with the book is this: it plunges into VB code and,

if you have no background in code, you'll get lost immediately and never find your way. It took

me 12 hours to get through the chapter (I have a background in SQL) and the downloadable

files don't help much here as they're all driven by pre-written macros.If you want to advance

your way up the career ladder with more sophisticated use of Excel, this is the place to start.”

Darryl Collins, “An excellent book for both all the newbie and expert alike.. On the Excel

Developer Mailing list that I subscribe to there are many talented and generous people whom

freely share their Excel knowledge and experience with others less skilled. Numerous of them

are MVP's.Now when folks like Bob Umlas and Jon Peltier (whom are MVP Excel experts in

their own rights) say a book is worth looking at, well, I definitely am keen to check it out.Bill "Mr.

Excel" Jelen and Michael Alexander's book on getting the best out of Pivot tables was

recommended to me by Jon Peltier ([...] ) and what a great piece of advice it turned out to

be.Pivot table are one of Excel's most powerful features, and yet many users never harness

the potential and power of this wonderful tool. I use pivot tables a lot and thought I had a good

understanding of them, but this book has taken my productivity to a whole new level. Reading

this book and understanding the concepts within has definitely been a "wow" experience for

me.The style of writing is excellent and extensive screenshots and notes make it easy to follow

the necessary processes to quickly and painless achieve the desired outcome.This book



covers everything from the history of the Pivot table and data basics, right through to complex

tasks involving calculated pivot fields, pivot charts and extracting data from external data

sources such as an SQL database or OLAP cube.Importantly the authors also explain in great

detail the potential for risk and data errors and how to minimise the chances of errors being

generated. A worthwhile process for anyone using excel.Actually I loved the way the book was

interesting and useful for all skill levels. Even if you had never created a pivot table before this

book is very accessable and easy to follow. And for people like myself who are advanced

Excel users, there is still an amazing amount of clever techniques to maximise the power of

pivot tables.As a professional excel developer this book has definitely added value to work and

(more importantly) to the end products I produce for my clients. A "wow! That is great!" client is

a happy client.”

Peter Taylor, “And keep on rolling..... Bill is on target with this book as well. Bill presented the

know how about Visual Basic for applications in an easier to understand manner and allows

you to find out for yourself if his code can work out in your problem domain. I have done several

and his examples were spot on helping me to overcome a way of automating several business

tasks.Thanks again Bill.”

Elena, “Will recommend to everyone new to the subject. Book is a library copy in brand new

condition. My boss said that I need to learn pivot tables, and this book delivers in teaching you

step by step what to do.  Will recommend to everyone new to the subject.”

Georgec7, “Pivot Table Data Crunching. Great book - paid for itself the first time I used it.

Everyone in the office wants a look at this - great functionality explained in a very

straightforward way.”

Giorgos Rousakis, “Five Stars. Better than expected!!It really helped me a lot!”

Godot, “Excellent Summary of Pivot Tables. I am an experienced user of Excel pivot tables, but

found many useful tips and techniques within this book. It is concise and clear and I think

would be a very useful manual for someone new to pivot tables.The sections on VBA were

probably the weakest, but this may reflect my lack of expertise in VBA

programming.Recommended”

The book by Michael Alexander has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 43 people have provided feedback.
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